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Abstract

The Rasch model for ordered categories was applied to responses on a science attitude survey that employs a combined semantic differential and Likert-type scale format. Examination of category response function graphs and threshold estimates allowed classification of items into three patterns of threshold disorder. The three patterns provided insight into the degree of content polarization between endpoint response choices (e.g., items with highly polarized response choice content produce responses toward the extremes and have disordered thresholds or compressed threshold range among the central categories). The patterns were used to direct modification of the response format with respect to number of choices and extremity in endpoint wording.
Patterns of category threshold disorder were observed to be related to the degree of polarization in response choice content on items from a survey instrument used to assess the relationship between student views and science achievement. Survey items with high response choice content polarization produce responses toward the extremes and have disordered thresholds or compressed threshold range among the central categories. Items with low content polarization produce less response variability and show threshold disorder or compression within the outer response categories. The relationship observed between the types of category threshold disorder and response choice content suggest that modifications to the number of response categories and wording used in endpoint labels may be essential to successful implementation of the response format employed by the instrument.

The instrument, Views About Sciences Survey (VASS), employs a novel response format called a Contrasting Alternatives Design (CAD) (Halloun and Hestenes, 1996). Under the CAD’s associated scoring system, analyses based on classical test theory have failed to provide strong evidence to support the validity of VASS or identify the source of problems. This study (1) reviews the obstacles to scoring VASS responses under the current response category structure, (2) reports the results of analyses using the Rasch model for ordered categories (RMOC) (Andrich, 1978; Masters, 1982) with this
instrument, and (3) discusses the relationship between content of item response choices and category disorder, and implications for item construction revealed by this analysis.

VASS and the Rationale for the CAD Response Format

VASS consists of a series of 30 items developed to characterize student views about knowing and learning science (Halloun and Hestenes, 1996; Halloun, 1997). The survey was developed for use in a National Science Foundation funded physics education reform project, and has been used in universities and colleges to assess the effects of implementing reform methods of science instruction. Halloun and Hestenes had found that available measures used to assess student views about science were problematic in terms of reliability and validity (Halloun, 1994; Munby, 1983; Rennie and Parker, 1987). This conclusion echoes concerns expressed by science education researchers regarding the need for improved attitude assessment instruments (Haladyna, Olsen and Shaughnessy, 1983; Krynowsky, 1988; Schibeci, 1984; Willson, 1983).

Early, constructed-response versions of VASS were piloted, but interviews held with students often yielded information contradictory to the student’s written responses. Halloun and Hestenes (in press) give an example of one student’s response to an essay question, where students had been asked to state the first thing they do in solving physics problems. The student responded that he starts by looking for the appropriate formula. However, during an interview, the student revealed that he actually starts to solve a physics problem by drawing diagrams, but had not thought that this was worth mentioning in his written response. They then discuss the problems associated with transforming such a question into a traditional survey format such as a Likert-type scale or multiple choice. VASS’s Contrasting Alternatives Design (CAD) was developed to
assess where an individual falls along a continuum between two different perspectives (that may not be completely at odds with each other) in order to assess the degree to which students differ from experts in their views about knowing and learning science and to address the shortcomings encountered with available instrument formats.

Traditional formats may not be well-equipped to capture the gradations between contrasting views which are not necessarily diametrically opposite. Gardner (1987) presents evidence regarding conventional use of Likert-type and semantic differential scales in measuring attitude toward science and shows that “favorable and unfavorable statements are not necessarily bipolar opposites” (p. 245). He called for new psychometric approaches, such as analyzing conventional instruments differently, employing new scales that separate concepts, or the measurement of ambivalence directly. The CAD format of VASS could be characterized as an attempt to realize the direct approach. Many of the pairs of contrasting views put forth in VASS items may elicit some degree of agreement toward each option presented. The degree of imbalance between the alternatives is what the CAD format is intended to assess.

Halloun (1997) outlines the views that VASS is intended to measure within the context of several dimensions (Learnability; Reflective Thinking; Personal Relevance; Structure; Methodology; Validity). He contrasts the views usually held by scientists and educators (reflecting scientific realism and critical learning) and views often held by the lay community and many students (naïve realism and passive learning). These contrasting views may be better described as distant points along a continuum of perspective, rather than opposing ends of a strictly bipolar evaluative dimension. For example, the Learnability dimension of VASS includes items designed to assess whether
achievement depends more on personal effort - than on the influence of teacher or textbook” (Halloun, 1997). The expert view on this and related items would certainly emphasize personal effort, but may not completely reject the influence of teacher and textbook. The lack of a clear-cut “agree/disagree” or “either/or” in the constructs to be measured needed to be considered in the development of an instrument. Halloun and Hestenes developed a response scale that differentially weights the expert-emphasized view with the naïve view in the Contrasting Alternatives Design (CAD) format.

A distinctive feature of VASS’s CAD format is that it contains elements of both a semantic differential scale and a Likert-type scale format. CAD items consist of an incomplete statement followed by two contrasting alternatives that may complete the statement. Figure 1 gives an example item from VASS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Answer Options</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only a, Never b</td>
<td>a) I discard my solution and learn the one presented by the teacher.</td>
<td>Mostly a, Rarely b</td>
<td>More a, than b</td>
<td>Equally a and b</td>
<td>More b, than a</td>
<td>Mostly b, Rarely a</td>
<td>Only b, Never a</td>
<td>Neither a nor b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. An item from VASS

The alternatives for each item represent an “expert” view, typically held by professors and teachers of physics, or a naïve or “folk” view, typically held by students or lay persons. Respondents are asked to choose from a continuum of seven possible responses that are ordered in a weighted manner representing degree of preference for one alternative compared to the other, or may choose an eighth response if they do not agree with either alternative to any degree.
VASS items differ in the degree of content polarization between the contrasting alternatives. Some pairs of contrasting alternatives are nearly or literally mutually exclusive (e.g., “If I had a choice:...” a: “I would never take any physics course” vs. b: “I would still take physics for my own benefit”), while others are more compatible (e.g., “For me, doing well in a physics course depends on:...” a) “how much effort I put into studying” vs. b) “how well the teacher explains things in class”).

A conventional summated ratings approach has not provided meaningful scoring of responses to the CAD format of VASS. Previous samples of VASS responses yielded rather low estimates of internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha values of .59 - .64) and low item-total correlations associated with several items. However, response patterns (i.e., proportions of endorsement to each response category) were very consistent across samples and clustering. The authors of the instrument implemented a recoding of responses (by collapsing across categories) which showed relationships between performance on VASS and achievement criteria. However, there was little empirical justification for the collapsing procedures that varied by item. Variable rating scale widths within each item and among items, as well as irregular ordering of responses on some items, were suspected to be limiting the ability of VASS to represent the hypothesized measurement construct of folk-expert view.

Scoring Challenges and Content Polarization Issues

The major challenges to summation of ratings in scoring VASS’s CAD format are (a) variable rating scale widths within items, (b) variable rating scale widths among items, and (c) irregular ordering of response continuum on some items. Variable rating scale widths within and among items are cause for concern regarding the conventional use of
summated ratings with any measurement instrument. Thorndike (1904) refers to inequalities of units as one of the “special difficulties” in social science measurement. He illustrated the problem in his criticism of a spelling test. “Thorndike argued that the correct spelling of an easy word versus a hard word did not reflect equal amounts of spelling ability” (Engelhard, 1992, p. 284). Irregular ordering of the response categories is also problematic for the use of conventional summated ratings. For the summation of ratings to be meaningful, response data must possess the property of conjoint transitivity, i.e., a hierarchical ordering of responses that correspond to the increasing degree of the underlying measurement construct.

Variable rating scale widths within items may be strongly influenced by the degree to which the contrasting alternatives provided in particular VASS items are bipolar. Items where the alternatives are less polarized, and presumably might elicit less extreme responses, predictably result in a more centrally crowded distribution of the responses. Wyatt and Meyers (1987) found that the degree to which the respondents were prone to polarize their responses due to strongly held opinions, affected response variability depending on whether scale endpoints were more or less “nearly absolute”. For respondents holding stronger opinions, “a more nearly absolute scale might be used to draw responses toward the middle of the scale” (Wyatt and Meyers, 1987, p. 33), while a less absolute scale could be used to encourage response variability among respondents that do not hold extreme views. Lam and Stevens (1994) also looked at the impact of rating scale design on item variability and found differences depending on degree of content polarization, the degree to which the endpoint labels were absolute, and intensity of item wording.
The degree of bipolarity between contrasting alternatives affects the meaning of the response to each item, relative to responses on other items, not just other potential responses within the item. This results in variable rating scale widths among items. A response of 5 falls within the range of expert-level response on some low-bipolarity items. A response of 5 falls within the range of a mixed-view response on other items with more polarized alternatives. While summation of responses may yield a rank ordering of respondents by raw score, the ordering may not correspond directly to the degree of the theoretical expert-view latent trait held by respondents.

The irregular ordering of within-item responses on some VASS items is a serious threat to the use of summated ratings. Response categories must have a hierarchical relation for the sum of observed responses to reflect the underlying construct in a meaningful way. It follows that a person with a greater degree of overall expert view toward science should have a higher probability of achieving a greater score on a particular VASS item (i.e., higher rating). However, results of early content validation confirmed that the underlying construct on certain VASS items does not support this assumption. The expert responses of university and high school instructors revealed that some items elicited the majority of actual expert responses on the penultimate expert-pole response, not on the most extreme expert-pole response (Halloun and Hestenes, 1996).

Method

Data

The data used in this study were collected as part of a National Science Foundation-sponsored high school physics education reform project, based on the
Modeling Method of physics instruction (Wells, Hestenes, and Swackhamer; 1995). The Views About Sciences Survey (VASS) is among several instruments used in the assessment and evaluation of the project. Data was collected from 1293 students of 45 high school teachers from 13 states during the 1996-1997 academic year. Data were then collected from 2123 students of 51 high school teachers from 26 states during the 1997-1998 academic year. The VASS was administered by the teachers, during regular classroom hours, and within the first weeks of instruction. A random sub-sample of 1300 subjects was drawn from the 1997-1998 sample to facilitate comparison of sample-size sensitive fit values between the two sets of responses.

Procedure

The RMOC was applied twice to the 1996-1997 sample. The first analysis examined the performance of the original seven response categories per item. Item fit statistics were examined and compared to results from classical item analyses. Threshold parameter estimates and category response function (CRF) graphs were examined and provided diagnostic information regarding disordered categories on most items. Three category-collapsing strategies were developed based on the observed patterns of threshold disorder. The second analysis of the 1996-1997 sample tested hypothesized modifications to the number of response categories for particular sets of items by applying the three collapsing strategies. The same collapsing strategies were then applied to the 1997-1998 sample to assess the performance of the recommendations under cross-validation.

Results

The seven-category model produced disordered threshold parameter estimates for 24 of the 30 VASS items; the remaining six items showed some degree of compression
among the inner category response thresholds. Patterns of threshold parameter estimates could be classified into three types: 1. very compressed range among all five of the inner categories threshold values (often overlapping and reversed), 2. compression of the most central threshold values without affecting outer categories, and 3. reversal or compression in the outer threshold values without affecting the most central categories. Figure 2 below provides an example category response function graph for each pattern type.

Figure 2. Examples of three common CRF graph types for 1996-1997 VASS items

Three category-collapsing strategies were developed to address the three patterns of disorder. The items that produced threshold estimate patterns like the first pattern have the most bipolar content in their contrasting alternatives; these categories were collapsed from seven to two categories. The items that produced patterns like the second pattern have contrasting alternatives with a high degree of content polarization; however, the associated alternatives are not mutually exclusive. These categories were collapsed from seven to five categories, with inner categories being collapsed. The items that produced patterns like the third pattern have contrasting alternatives with a low degree of content polarization; these categories were collapsed from seven to five categories, with the outer categories being collapsed. The collapsing strategy associated with the second pattern was
applied to the six items that showed inner threshold compression, but did not produce
disordered thresholds.

The analysis of the 1996-1997 sample with category-collapsing produced an item-
trait-interaction total chi-square value of 326.776 (N = 1293; df = 58; p < .001 compared
to 624.802 (N = 1293; df = 58; p < .001) for the seven-category model. No disorder was
observed among the threshold parameter estimates. Application of the category collapsing
strategies on the 1997-1998 sample produced three items with disordered threshold
estimates. However, the values of these threshold estimates were not significantly
different from the values produced with the 1996-1997 sample.

Discussion

Overall, CRF graph pattern types appear to be related to the degree of content
polarization between the contrasting alternatives on sets of VASS items. This is
consistent with research that shows that the degree to which rating scale endpoints are
absolute interacts with the degree of content polarization in item response choices. For
example, on items which show the third pattern (i.e., items with low content
polarization), the absolute endpoints of VASS response choices appear to be reducing
response variability by drawing respondents toward middle categories. These items evoke
less extreme opinions with respect to the relatively more compatible contrasting
alternatives.

The patterns of category disorder that led to the recommended revisions provided
insight into the wording of VASS item response alternatives. Variations on the number
and labeling of response categories, depending on the content of the response alternatives,
may be needed for the successful implementation of the CAD format. Results suggest that
modifying the number of response categories of VASS items to prevent category disorder may allow performance on the VASS to better reflect the intended measurement construct. More “expert view” responses on each item will more directly correspond to an overall more “expert view”. The degree of content polarization on the three type of items can also provide direction regarding modification of endpoint labels, in addition to number of categories.

Considering the RMOC results it is recommended that Pattern 1 items have a dichotomous response format, consisting of only the two contrasting alternatives. Pattern 2 and 3 items would have five as the optimal number of categories, with two different types of response category labeling. Pattern 2 items would keep extreme wording (i.e. Only [a], Never [b]) in endpoint labeling to increase probability of response in the central categories. The near-extreme responses could have the current, more central response alternatives (i.e. More [a] than [b]). Pattern 3 items would have less extreme wording in the endpoint labels. Endpoint labels could be the same as the current near-extremes (i.e. Mostly [a], Rarely [b]).

Clearly, empirical validation of the all recommended changes in number of response categories and endpoint labels is recommended for a modified version of VASS. The success of the category-collapsing strategies offers hope that the hypothesized underlying measurement construct of folk-expert view can be better measured and understood with a modified version of the instrument. The RMOC offered an effective approach for quantifying the problems underlying the complex data, as well as a means to refine the content of the items and understand the implications of the wording of item response choices.
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